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VCE Legal Studies
Professional Development Workshop
Tackling scenario-based questions in
VCE Legal Studies: how to help your
students master application, synthesis
and analysis skills
Hosted by Peter Farrar & Lisa Filippin

Agenda

1 What is analyse, apply, synthesise?
2 Why are the skills relevant?
3 Examples of stimulus material
4 Advice for students
5 Questions
Please post questions in the ‘chat’ throughout as we talk and we will
respond to them during the question time section of the webinar at the
end

What does it mean to analyse, apply, synthesise?

Analyse
• Break
information into
smaller parts
and show how
they relate to
one another

Synthesise
• Connect or
combine
facts/parts to
create
something new

APPLY: MAKE THE INFORMATION RELEVANT

What does it mean to analyse, apply, synthesise?
Non-legal example
•
•
•
•

Mary wants three apples but has two oranges
Paola has three oranges but wants two pears
John has four apples but wants two bananas
Shamim has three pears but wants two bananas

How does Mary get her three apples?
The question requires analysis,
synthesis and application

What does it mean to analyse, apply, synthesise?
Legal example: Holcombe v Hunt
[2018] VSC 55 (27 February 2018)
• P’s application for extension of time to bring claim
for personal injury was refused
• Application required a synthesis of competing
considerations / matrix of factors
• Appeal court noted that the judge did identify
proper approach and material considerations to
decide whether to extend
• But key issue was whether primary judge erred in
properly synthesising the relevant factors in
deciding whether to extend the limitation period
• Appeal allowed

Study Design requirements

ANALYSE, APPLY, SYNTHESISE

Aims
• Apply legal terminology, principles &
concepts
• Apply legal principles to actual/hypothetical
scenarios, explore solutions to legal
problems, form reasoned conclusions
• Analyse institutions that make laws
• Analyse the methods and institutions that
determine/resolve cases/disputes
• Analyse reforms to the legal system

Study Design requirements

ANALYSE, APPLY, SYNTHESISE

Key skills: examples
• Analyse/apply relevant information
about…
• Synthesise and apply legal information to
actual or actual and/or hypothetical
scenarios
• Apply legal reasoning and principles to…
• But also other key skills require
analysis/application/synthesis (e.g. discuss
ability of sanctions to achieve purposes)

Study Design requirements

ANALYSE, APPLY, SYNTHESISE

VCE end-of-year examination
• All of the key skills are examinable
• Section A may have stimulus
material/be scenario-based
• Section B will be scenario-based
(actual, hypothetical or a combination)
• Visual and/or written material may be
included

Study Design requirements

ANALYSE, APPLY, SYNTHESISE

2019 examination report
• Students should practise synthesis, application and
analysis skills as much as possible, by undertaking a
variety of scenario-based and source-based tasks.
• All Section B responses must make use of the relevant
stimulus material.
• For Section A responses, this is necessary for
questions that specifically require reference to or use
of them.
• Students should adopt techniques to effectively use
their reading time, particularly where there is a
significant amount of reading, and practise these
techniques throughout the year.

Examples of scenarios: FAQs
Set of facts

Set of stated
circumstances

Case

Referendum

Series of
information

Case study

Issue

Series of
arguments

What we’ve seen from the 2018 & 2019 examination

Hypothetical
set of facts
(e.g. Bob)

Actual set of
facts (e.g.
VLRC)

Extracts from
legislation and
Constitution

Quotes from
cases

Data

Articles

Short
statements

Combination –
source
material

Different types of stimulus material
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Source: Legal Studies for VCE, Oxford University Press

What we’ve seen from the 2019 examination
In the 2019 exam, 75% of marks involved direct reference to a scenario or
other stimulus material:
In Section A:
• criminal justice system
• civil justice system
• Commonwealth Parliament
• external affairs power
In Section B:
• combination of actual/hypothetical:
defamation
• actual: D’orta-Ekenaike case

Advice for teachers when giving stimulus
material

1. Consider mark
allocation v number
of words

2. Ensure proper use
of actual v
hypothetical

3. Victorian cases for
Unit 3, Area of Study 1!

4. Ensure you are
assessing synthesis
where you want it to
be assessed

5. Are your questions
truly scenario-based,
or stand alone just
tacked onto a
question?

6. How are you
incorporating
scenarios into your
SACs?

EXAMPLE: ACTUAL SCENARIO
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EXAMPLE: ACTUAL SCENARIO
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Advice for students when given stimulus material

3. Identify how key facts are
relevant and to what question
1. Read and identify AOS (e.g.
civil, criminal, parliament, courts,
law reform)

2. Read and identify key facts v
background/context

• E.g. appropriateness of plea negotiations
• E.g. factors to consider when initiating
claim
• E.g. principles of justice

5. Break down the question
(see Chapter 1 textbook)
4. Find connections where
there are multiple sources
(analyse and synthesise)

• Task/command words
• Mark allocation
• Quantifying words
• Content words

6. In your answer, use facts
from the scenario to support it

Advice for students: criminal justice system questions

Look out for facts that
support principle of
justice discussion

Is the offence summary
or indictable?

Has a plea been
entered?

What is the stage of
proceedings (committal,
trial, sentencing,
appeal?)

What
mitigating/aggravating
factors might exist?

Are there vulnerable
witnesses involved?

What cost, time and
cultural factors are
relevant; what reforms
could be used?

What facts point to which
sentence?

Choose wisely

Advice for students: civil justice system questions
Look out for facts
that support
principle of justice
discussion
What is the
relationship
between the
parties? Do they
have goodwill?

What financial
information is
provided (e.g. about
plaintiff or defendant)

What other
information about
the parties is
supplied
(vulnerabilities)?

Look for facts that
point to a particular
method/institution

What cost, time and
accessibility are
relevant; what
reforms could be
used?

Are there
enforcement/
limitations of
actions issues?

Choose wisely

EXAMPLE: ACTUAL SCENARIO

For the best part of 800 years, juries have had a single function in criminal trials
that higher courts could not meddle in. The jury was the finder of fact. In
Australian law, this began to change in the 1994 case of M v The Queen, when
the High Court said an appeal court could ask "whether it thinks that upon the
whole of the evidence it was open to the jury to be satisfied beyond reasonable
doubt that the accused was guilty". Victoria’s Criminal Procedure Act gave
statutory back-up to this evolution of the courts’ role in 2009.
In the trial in which George Pell was found guilty, only 12 people saw and heard
the 50-plus witnesses questioned, and only those 12 people were qualified to
say whether or not Pell committed crimes. All of those 12 decided, beyond
reasonable doubt, that he did. And yet their months of service, and their firsthand experience, has been overturned by the High Court not for reasons of law,
but because the seven justices would have come to a different conclusion.
Those jurors are entitled to ask what, then, was the point of the original trial?
There are 12 unmentioned victims in the Pell verdict: the jurors - Malcolm Knox
The Sydney Morning Herald [April 8, 2020]
https://www.smh.com.au/national/there-are-12-unmentioned-victims-in-the-pell-verdict-the-jurors-20200408-p54i3m.html

EXAMPLE: ACTUAL SCENARIO
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Some more information: video tutorial
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Q&A

Product information
Legal Studies for VCE Units 1 & 2

Format

Price

Student book + obook assess

Print book with 2 years‘ digital access included

PRINT +
DIGITAL

$74.95

Student obook assess

DIGITAL

$54.95

Teacher obook assess*

DIGITAL

$299.95

Legal Studies for VCE Units 3 & 4

Format

Price

Student book + obook assess

Print book with 2 years‘ digital access included

PRINT +
DIGITAL

$74.95

Student obook assess

DIGITAL

$54.95

Teacher obook assess*

DIGITAL

$299.95

Digital book with 2 years’ digital access included

Digital book that includes access to additional teacher only
resources. Perpetual access.

Digital book with 2 years’ digital access included

Digital book that includes access to additional teacher only resources.
Perpetual access.

What’s new?

OBOOK ASSESS FEATURES

Chapter 15 Law reform

What’s new?

STUDENT BOOK FEATURES

 Over 80% of the legal scenarios in the series have been updated to new, recent and relevant cases.
 An updated review spread at the end of each chapter which includes three top tips from that chapter, three exam-style
graded questions, and a practice assessment task.
 We’ve pared it back! This includes:
◦ delivering complex and potentially confusing content in clear, easy-to-read formats, such as tables and diagrams
◦ moving the “going further” sections from the previous editions to obook assess in order to enhance the focus of the
Student book
◦ updating the terminology throughout to simplify the structure of the book and encourage students to use syllabus
terminology (e.g. ‘actual scenarios’ and ‘hypothetical scenarios’)
We’ve kept the best features from the previous edition, including:
 The Legal Toolkit chapter at the start of each book, which provides clear course information, exam advice and preparation,
tips for mastering legal citation and career information.
 An introductory chapter at the beginning of each unit to cover core concepts and essential prior knowledge.
 Chapter opener spreads which succinctly cover outcomes, key knowledge and key terms from the Study Design.
 Margin notes throughout, such as must-see Study Tips and exciting Did You Know? content.
 A range of leveled learning questions found at the end of every topic that support differentiation.
 Last but certainly not least, our well-respected, well-connected author team are back to bring their knowledge and
experience to each book.

STUDENT BOOK FEATURES
Unit 2, AOS1 – Sanctions

Unit 2, AOS1 – Sanctions

 A weekend at an Airbnb ends in murder
DPP v AK (Sentence) [2019] VSC 852 (20
December 2019)

 The crime reporter who sued The Age
YZ (a pseudonym) v The Age Company Limited
[2019] VCC 148 (22 February 2019); The Age
Company Limited v YZ (a Pseudonym) [2019] VSCA
313 (19 December 2019)

 The case that captivated Victoria
DPP v Ristevski [2019] VSC 253 (18 April 2019);
DPP v Ristevski [2019] VSCA 287 (6 December
2019)
 The assault of a paramedic
Tang v Haberfield (Victorian Magistrates’ Court,
Magistrate Zebrowski, 28 August 2019); DPP v
Haberfield [2019] VCC 2082 (16 December
2019)
 The trials and acquittal of George Pell
DPP v Pell (Sentence) [2019] VCC 260 (13
March 2019); Pell v The Queen [2019] VSCA
186 (21 August 2019); Pell v The Queen [2020]
HCA 12 (7 April 2020)

 Uber success drives Taxis to class action
Andrianakis v Uber Technologies Incorporated and
others S ECI 2019 01926
 Highrise fire in Docklands earns $5M in damages
Owners Corporation No.1 of PS613436T v LU
Simon Builders Pty Ltd (Building and Property)
[2019] VCAT 286
 The shocking revelations of Lawyer X
Orman v State of Victoria (2020)
 Rebel with a cause (obook only)
Wilson v Bauer Media Pty Ltd [2017] VSC 521 (13
September 2017); Bauer Media Pty Ltd v Wilson
(No 2) [2018] VSCA 154 (14 June 2018)

STUDENT BOOK FEATURES
Unit 3 AOS1 – The Victorian Criminal
Justice System

Unit 3 AOS1 – The Victorian Civil Justice
System

Unit 4 AOS2 – The People, the
Parliament and the Courts

Recent
 Expansion of the Koori Court
(2019)

Recent
 Group class orders in class actions
(2020)

 Victim Support Dog Program
(2019)

 Technological improvements in the
legal system (2019)

Recent example of the VLRC
recommending law reform:
Improvements to the committal
system

 Changes to committal
proceedings for some sexual
offence matters (2018 and 2020)

 Expansion of VCAT’s fast track
mediation and hearing processes
(2019)

Recommended
 Continued expansion of the
Koori Court

Recommended
 Allowing contingency fee
agreements

 Judge-alone trials

 Increased use of case management

 Increased funding for legal aid,
legal centres and other services

 Introduction of a National Justice
Interpreter Scheme

Recent example of a
recommendation for law
reform by one parliamentary
committee: New bill proposes
drug testing for those on
unemployment benefits, Senate
Committee investigates
Recent example of a
recommendation for law
reform by Royal Commission:
Royal Commission into the
Management of Police
Informants

Sample content available now
Sample pages
Digital samples,
including access to the
sample dashboard
with Markbook and
Quizlet

To access, visit oup.com.au/vce-legal

What’s next?

Contact your Education Consultant
To learn more about Legal Studies for VCE, or to
arrange to view full sample pages, please contact
your local Secondary Education Consultant:

oup.com.au/contact

Your local secondary education consultants
Your local Oxford consultants are here to help, especially during these trying times.

Russell Comb

Dave Presser

E: russell.comb@oup.com
M: 0423 241 455

E: dave.presser@oup.com
M: 0427 225 891

Alicia Giaquinta
E: alicia.giaquinta@oup.com
M: 0411 759 611

Unsure of who to contact?

Visit oup.com.au/contact

Thank you for
attending

